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ABSTRACT
The principles of the X-ray method of measuring residual

stresses are reviewed, with special emphasis on the latest
developments in both procedures and equipment. Rapid in-the-
field measurements are now being performed. It is possible
to obtain stress gradients without layer removal and to ob-
tain the entire stress tensor (not just the surface stresses).

• INTRODU CTION
The x-ray method of measuring stresses is nondestructive \,

H and , after half a century of use, it is the standard to which
other techniques must be compared. According to Bragg ’s law,

H if incident X-radiation of wavelength, X, strikes a polycry-
stalline specimen at an angle, 8, grains with interplanar
spacing “d” diffract intensity at the same angle, following
the equation, X 2d sine. In Fig. la, such a situation is
illustrated , with the surface ..n compression.

a

Bpecial
Figure 1 (a) — Schematic of a d~ffractomerer The ,nc,dem beam d~(fracts -c-rays of wavelength ‘ ‘‘ ~~

~ from planes that satisfy 8ra~,s law in crsstals with these planes parallel to the samples  sur-
face. If the iurface it  in compr ession . because ot Poisson ~c ratio these planes are furt her apart
than in 1’,e stress-free stare. The d spacing is obtained from the peak in intensity versus scalier-
i,,g anele 211 and Bragg s law, i~ — 2 d si,, 9.
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Figure 1 (b) — 411cr the specimen is tilted, diffraction occurs from other grains but from the
same planes, and these are more nearly perpendicular to the stress. These planes are less

• separated than in (a). The peak occurs at higher angles of 29. 
- -

Note that only certain grains are oriented to diffract,
those with planes of spacing “d” parallel to the surface. Be-
cause of Poisson ’s effect, these planes are dilated by the
surface stress and the angle of diffraction is lower than
without stress. In Fig. lb, the sample has been tilted (or

H the x-ray beam is tilted with respect to the sample). Differ-
ent grains are diffracting; as these are oriented differently
with respect to the stress than in Fig. la, the change in d
spacing and 8 are different. It is these angular shifts due
to the change in d spacing that allow us to measure the strain
due a residual stress. Only measurements atdifferent tilts
are required and it is not necessary to know the value of the
d spacing in the unstressed material. Assuming that the snea-
surement samples only the surface (so that there are no stress

— components normal to the surface) and isotropic elastic theory,
the stress at an angle ~ to the principal stresses, is (1):

[d~~~ 
_d
,4 

~
] = ~~~~ sin2$ . (1)

~~~~~~~~

Here, E is Young’s modulus, and v is Poisson’s ratio.
According to Eq. 1 the d spacing should be linear with sin2$
and the stress is obtained from the slope. Once this has been
verified for a particular situation it is only necessary to
make measurements at $ — 0° and one other $ tilt, usually 450

or 60°. In this case, it is possible to combine terms to write
the stress directly in terms of the angular peak shift:

(2)

Peaks are chosen at high 8 because a given strain, Ad/d ,
causes the largest angular shift in such a region. It is easy
to measure a shift to ± .0108. For steel and $ 450 , this
uncertainty in peak shift is only an uncertainty in stress of
± l2MPa (±l.7KSi~., using CrKcy radiation and the 211 peak at $
~~ 780 . - - _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _  _  _  •~•~._t _j
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TECHNIQUE S
In this brief review, an update on the latest techniques

and developments will be stressed . Because of the assumptions
made in the derivations of Eq. 1, for accuracy it is best to
measure the elastic constant terms by loading the same mater-
ial elastically to known stress levels and measuring the shift.
It is to be emphasized that this is required only for accuracy.
If interest lies only in relative values, sufficiently adequate
constants are available in the literature or can be easily
calculated (2).

In a laboratory such measurements are generally perform-
ed on a standard diffractometer. With the advent of mini and
micro computers, automation (including sample alignment) has
been developed so that it is possible to measure to an opera-
tor desired precision, and to calculate the principle errors
(3). In fact laboratories with such automation have shown that
multiple $ tilts can be performed in the same total time as
a two-t i l t  procedur e wi th the same or better precision (3).

In view of this , it is strong ly recommended that the sin2$
method be adopted in the U.S. when measurements are performed
on a diffractometer - as has been done in Japan and Europe.

It is also cos~non in the U.S. to use a three—point para-
bolic fit to define the peak position. Much improved repro-
ductibility can be obtained with 7 or more points, and this
practice should also be adopted (3) .

When the sin2 $ method is employed , occasionally , large
oscillations occur in “d” vs sin 2$. This is due largely to
elastic anisotropy, and somewhat to plastic anisotropy. After
all, dif f eren t grains are samp led at each 

~ 
tilt. It is in

just such situations that quite erroneous results can be ob-
tained with the simple two—tilt procedure. It has now been
shown that if hoo or hhh reflections are employed for cubic
alloys and ooh reflections are employed with hexagonal mater-
ials such oscillations are minimized (4).

To increase the number of grains irradiated , a devergent
x-ray beam is generally employed in the U.S.  as shown in Fig.
2. 

_  -
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Figure 2 (a) — The divergent beam usually em- Figure 2 (b) — When the specimen
played on a diffrac,ome:er to expose a wide area is tilted ~ deg during a stress meos-
on tip,’ specimen and still have a sharply focused urement the focal poitit shsifis to (C) .
beam at (I)) . The source (S), sample, and In the parafocusing method the
detector (0) are on a circle (shown dotted) to counter is moved to this new position.
obtain this focusing. In the stationary slit method the

detector remains at 0.

Unfortunately (as shown in this figure) on tilting the speci-
men the correct geometric focus moves, and it is comon prac-
tice to move the receiving slits to the new focus to record
the sharpest possible peak. This procedure has at least two
unfortunate consequences. In the first place, the results
become quite sensitive to positioning the sample at the center
of the diffractometer. Secondly, when a material has a tex—
ture, the motion results in the slit seeing a different frac—
tion of the Debye — Scherrer cone, and hence emphasizing —

different grains. A vertical slit must be positioned at the
detector and not moved with the receiving slit.

Less sensitivity to sample position can be achieved by
not moving the slit at all (3). In such a case a correction
is needed to the peak position but only if it is very sharp
and changes shape with $. This correction is readily calcu-
lated (5). As an alternative the parallel beam procedure de-
vised in Japan (6) is illustrated in Fig. 3.

DETECTOR \_2

SOLLER ~~~~~~

~>
/SOLLER SLIT

(ii )

Figure 3 - Parallel beam geometry. The angle 20 is
defined by the angle between two “Soller” slits (which
ma4es the x—ray beam parallel ) and is independent of
sample position. 
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Sensitivity to sample position is eliminated (3). This
can be achieved with a pinhole beam, or by simply turning the
divergent and receiving Soller slits on a diffractometer 900 .
The peak is broadened and this increases the measurement time
for a given precision (3) , but is very worthwhile when sample
positioning is difficult, as is often the case. Another pro-
cedure is to tilt around an axis parallel to the diffracto-
meter (7) , as shown in Fig. 4. No slit motion is required ,
the absorption correction needed with the other $ tilt (2) is
eliminated, and occasionally this procedure helps in reaching
difficult locations.

There are new position sensitive detectors available
commercially that record an angular range of 5_l00 in 8 all
at once. With such a detector mounted on a diffractometer,
and a multi-channel analyzer, stress measurements can be re-

e ~~

s5lt axis / rection of str ess measu rement

Incidence ongle8 ___ ___tbor zont
~~ 

axis

I - Reflecting angle B
Horjzont~ s~ t

X-ray source ecu~~ 
receiving slit—

Fig. 4 The ~ diff ractometer. Nine that the * tilt is around an a is in t he plane defined
by the incident and scattered x-ray beams. - -

duced in time by a factor of 3—5 (8) . Also , because of the
wide angular range more than one peak can be recorded and the
same instrument can be employed for rapid measurements of re—
tam ed austenite.

portable units for field use are now available commer-
cially in various forms, ranging from essentially large dif-
fractometers on wheels, to light hand-held units employing
position sensitive detectors and small air-cooled X-ray tubes.
An example of the latter is shown in Fig. 5.

11~ — — — - — ~~~~- - •~ -‘~~~-~— 
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with it, stresses can be measure~I in zu- ,su seconas, ana,
some cases in 4 seconds (9). There are even such devices
that can perform measurements on the interior of pipes (lD).

RECENT DEVELOPMENT S
It is generally assumed that the X-ray beam employed in

stress measurements is sufficiently low in energy that it
samples only the surface stresses. Gradients through the
thickness are usually obtained by layer removal (2). with
the co-ordinate system shown in Fig. 6 , this imp lies that
0 33 = 013 — 

~ 23 — 0.
x- ray beam

~~~~~~
!3

L

:7

Fig. 6 -Definition of*  and ~i and orientation of the laboratory system

— - — 
L1 wft~~~~~~~t~~he sample systcm P~ A positive i~i tilt i~ shown.
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With gradients of 15MPa/j A. m (2Ksi4i. m) or more , the pre-
sence of such gradients can be detected , because they lead to
a gradua l curvature in “d” vs sin2 $. This is because the
depth of x—ray penetration varies with the $ tilt. Some in-
formation on the gradient can be obtained from this curvature
withou t layer removal (5). Assume that :

a) The X-ray elastic constants do not vary with depth,
b) ~ — 0° (measurements are in the direction of a ),
c) a11 022 at all depths, 

11

d) a~~~
(Z) — 0 for i * j  (i.e. there are no shear stress-

es). Then :
d

4 *  — ~ 
-d,, — .~~~~~ 

(~~11)+<~ 33)[l-+’2v] . (3)
d0 B E

- 

The brackets imply arFi’Yiiãge ovè~~ the depth of penetta-
tion of the X-ray beam. Note tha t in this procedure a value
f rom the literature for the unstressed d spacing is required.
Furthermore:

(:(
~~s - 0 

- 
~4(a ll)-(a 33)1 . (4)

By f i t t ing  a straigh t l ine to the data , f irst estimates
and (0 33~ can be obtained from Eqn ’s 3 and 4. From

the s1~ape of the actual curve , the sign of the gradient is
directly available . For examp le , if 03~

)0) and the stress
increases with depth , d decreases with ~in

2$ and d vs sin3$
is convex to the sin24 axis. But if the stress decreases with
depth it is concave (5). Some gradient is then assumed , per-
haps such as that in Fig. 7. Then the depth Z2 

and the gra-
dient 03 

are varied until a match is obtained to:

(afl) a ij (Z - 0) + r exP(-Z/T)a~~ (Z)dZ~ (5)

and to the actual slope of d vs sin2$ at various ~ 
values ,

Eq. 4. In Eqn. (5),i is related to the linear x—ray absorp-
tion coefficient, ~, and for $ tilts around the e axis:

1’ — sin2O -sin2~ (6)
~~& sin8’cos$

L .
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Fig. 7 Assumed gradients

This procedure could be particularly fruitful when many simi-
lar samples have to be examined for their gradients , and the
general shape of the gradient is known from one experiment in-
volving layer removal. An example of such work is given in ref.
5.

In the presence of such strong gradients it is also possi-
ble to detect shear components. Again, employing the co-or-
dinate system in Fig. 6 and with a prime implying a measure-
ment in the axial system ~~ unprimed quantities in the axial
system, l’~~ (11) :

________ 
+ (c 12)sin24 sin2$+(e 13)cos~sin24

+ <
~ 22> sin

2
~ sin2 tp + 

~23 sink sin2j, + ~~~ 
cos24 . (7)

There are terms in this equation which depend on sin2$ ,
not sin2$, and therefore “d” vs sin29 will be different for

as can be seen in Fig. 8. It is this difference in the
plot for ± $ that distinguishes the presence of e ~

, £13 from
effects due to gradients in the normal stress com~onents, or
those due to anisotropic elasticity. (If tilts in both 

~ 
direc-

tions are difficult, it is only necessary to rotate the speci-
men 1800 around its normal and repeat the measurement of d vs
sin 2 $.)

_  -~~~~~~~~
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Fig. 8 - Lattice strain vs. sir~ $ for variousdirections on the surface (f) , and 
~ $ tilts.

Ground soft steel. (From reference 12.)

Defining a
1 ~~~~ 

+ €
~~ ] and a2 as ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

then:

a
1—(c33)+[(c11)cos

3
~ + (e 12)sin24 +(~ 22)sin2

~ _ (e
33)Jsin

2$,(8)

a
2 = C~€ 13)cos~ + ‘~~23> 

sin~J sin 12 91 • (9)

Thus (€
33
) is obtained from the intercept of a

1 
vs sin2$ ~At~

0° , 
~
a
l
/
~5i~2$ 

gives 
~~ll

> - (€ 33) 
and hence <ill >’ whereas

at ~ — 90° (€ 22) is obtained. The £12 
component is then de—

termined from 1 at ~ — 450 . Frost 2 , £ 13 is
~ sin $ ~ 

sin~ 291
calculated for ~ 00 , € 23 

for ~ a 90°. The curves in Fig. 8,
are Eqn. 7 with the values from this procedure . The stresses
can then be obtained from:

—i— - 8i, ._~~ .—_ 
~~~ 

+ 
~22 + £ 33)] , (10)

-~ 1-f-v

where ~~~ — 0 for i ~ j .

Shear stresses can arise on worn surfaces, or af ter  rol-
ling or grinding. An example of the results from a recent
study of grinding of steel (12) is given in Fig. 9. Note
particularly how much error is made if these shear components
are neglected in a “normal” stress measurement.

- -— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fig. 9 .. Exp rim ntal Rew its fo, $p.cim,n CS (Fig. 8)

Strain Component, e1, in lO~ 12.6 0.8 3.6
08 7.8 —0.05
3.6 —0.05 -45

Stresn Components e,~ MP, 390 14 63
14 306 —l
63 —l 92

Rc,ulti When ssn ’f- or Two-Tilt Method is Used 
- -

/298 14 0\ stresses i nM Pa( 14 218 0
\ o  0 0

Two-Tilt /356 14 0\ stresses in UP,
i~~ 0and 4S deg ~ 14 2t8 0

\ o  0 0

Two-Tilt /15! 14 O\ stressesi n MPa
~. 0snd—4 5 deg 14 218 0

\ 0  0 0

CONCLUDD~G REMARKS
The X-ray measurement of residual stresses is a well

established technique ready to use in the field. However, it
is worth pointing out that X-rays measure all the stresses -

those produced because of differences in deformation of various
parts of a body (the so-called macrostresses) and those that
arise due to stress concentrations from second phases, or grain
junctions, from one grain acting on another, or due to differ-
ent dislocation densities inside a subgrain and at the subgrain
wall. Some other procedures, such as disection, measure only
macrostresses. But since failures start locally, the total
stress is probably of most concern.
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